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Abstract

As part of the Nondestructive Evaluation Reliability provide a risk-based rankingof components within
Program sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory these systems and relate the target risk to target failure
Commission, the Pacific Northwest Laboratory is dev- probability values for individual components. These
eloping a method that uses risk-based approaches to results will be used to guide the development of ira-
establish inservice inspection plans for nuclear power proved inspection plans for nuclear power plants. To
plant components. This method uses probabilistic risk develop inspection plans, the acceptable level of risk
assessment (PRA) results and Failure Modes and El- from structural failure for important systems and com-
fects Analysis (FEMA) techniques to identify and pri- ponents will be apportioned as a small fraction (i.e.,
oritize the most risk-important systems and components 5%) of the total PRA-estimated risk for core damage.
for inspection. The SurryNuclear Power Station Unit 1 This process will determine target (acceptable) risk and
was selected for pilot applications of this method. The target failure probabilityvalues for individual compo-
specific systems addressed in this report are the reactor nents. Inspection requirements will be set at levels to
pressure vessel, the reactor coolant, the low-pressure assure &at acceptable failure probabilities are main-
injection, and the auxiliaryfeedwater. The results tained.
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Executive Summary

!

As part of the Evaluation and Improvement of Nonde- Table S.1 shows the risk importance parameters for
structive Evaluation (NDE) Reliability for lnservice Surry-1 components. Included in the table are the
Inspection of Light Water Reactors Program sponsored estimated rupture probabilities for the component" of
by thc U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the systems analyzed.
the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) has developed
and applied a method using risk-based techniques to On the basis of core damage frequency, contributions of
establish inservice inspection (ISI) plans for nuclear component failure to corc damage frequency range
power plant components. As described in this report, from about 1.6E-14 to 1.58E-06 per plant year. The
thc method uses probabilities of component failures cumulative risk contribution for all of the components
(estimated by using an expert judgment elicitation pro- considered was estimated to bc about 2.1E-06 per plant
cess) and plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment year. Figure S.3 shows the results of cumulative risk
(PRA) results in conjunction with the Failure Modes contribution for Surry-I components within the systems
and Effects Analysis (FMEA) technique to establish IS! analyzed. This estimate is about 5% of the total Surry
priorities for systems and components. Included in this PRA risk. The total estimated risk is dominated by
report is an approach for determining target risk and failures of the reactor pressure vessel components (86%
target rupture probability values for nuclear power of the total PRA risk). This risk is h)llowed by the low-
plant components, pressure injection system components (10%), and then

other various components within the auxiliary feedwater
The Surry Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 (Surry-l) was and reactor coolant systems (4%). The results provide
selected for demonstrating the risk-based methodology, a guide to establish improvcd inspection priorities for
The specific systems addressed in this report are the nuclear power plant components.
reactor pressure vessel, reactor coolant, low-pressure
injection including accumulators, and the auxiliary feed- To address uncertainties in the numerical results of the
water systems. Thc FMEAs were initially formulated study, sensitivity analyses were performed. Based on
using plant system drawings and other plant-specific uncertainties in estimated probabilities of component
information. The Standard Review Plan information rupture probabilities, the sensitivity analyses results
developed by the NRC was used in determining the indicated no significant changes in component risk
effects of system failures. To ensure that thc plant rankings (as shown in Figure S.1). Sensitivity analyses
models were as realistic as possible, visits at the Surry-1 were also performed to determine overall core damage
plant werc conducted for plant system walkdowns and frequency due to component failures by indirect effects
discussions were held with plant operational and techni- (pipe whip, jet impingement effects, etc.). The results
cal staff. Participation of Virginia Electric Power Com- indicate that contributions to the overall core damage
pany staff was an essential part of the pilot study, frequency from the indirect effects were negligible.

Bccausc of similarities in objectives, the PNL program Included in the report is a comparison of the risk-based
is coordinated with the American Society of Mechanical inspection priorities suggested by this study with the
Engineers (ASME) Research Task Force on Risk- current Surry-1 plant ISI practices. ASME classifica-
Based Inspection Guidelines. This task force has made tions and ISI requirements are generally in quantitative
general recommendations on the application of risk- agreement with the risk-based rankings based on core
based methods to inscrvice inspection and will make damage frequency. The components making the great-
specific proposals to ASME fl)r improved codes and est contribution to the core damage frequency have the
standards. Results of PNL studies arc being made most stringent ASME inspection requirements (i.e.,
available to the ASME group to demonstrate and vali- both volumetric and surface examinations).
date the usefulness of the risk-based concepts.

The analysis for the Surry-1 plant will be completed by
The results of the risk-based component prioritization developing the risk importance of components in the
are summarized in Figure S.1. For the purpose of remaining systems (e.g., high-pressure injection, service

comparison, the components were also ranked on the water, and balance of plant). Similar plant-specific
basis of a conditional probability of core damage given analyses will be performed for other pressurized-water

a component failure, as shown by Figure S.2. reactors and for boiling-water reactors. Generic trends
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Executive Summary

in component importance will be established from these To develop inspection plans, the acceptable level of risk
plant-specific evaluations. Once the high-priority corn- from structural failures will be apportioned as a small
ponents have been identified, recommended inspection fraction of the total PRA- estimated risk for core dam-
programs (method, frequency, and extent) will be devel- age. This process will determine target (acceptable)
oped. Probabilistic structural mechanics will be applied risk and target failure probability values for individual
to establish inspection strategies that will ensure the components. Inspection requirements will be set at
component failure probabilities are maintained at ac- levels to assure that acceptable failure probabilities are
ceptable levels, maintained.
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Executive Summary

Table S.1. Risk Importance Parameter for Surry-1 Components

Conditional

Core Damage
Frequency Rupture Core Dam-

System-Component Rank Given Rup- Frequency age Fre-
ture quency

..... , ....... ' .... , ................. " " , ,,, 'T , '" .,., 'I' ,"

RPV - Beltline Region Welds 1 1.0 1.58E-06 1.58E-06

RPV - Beltline Plate 2 1.0 1.00E-07 1.00E-07

RPV - Lower/Bottom Shell 3 1.0 7.32E-08 7.32E-08

AFW - CST, Supply Line 4 1.7E-02 4.03E-06 6.86E-08

RPV - Circumferential Flange to Nozzle Course 5 1.0 6.16E-08 6.16E-08
Upper Shell, Outside Beltline Welds

LPI-A - Pipe Segment Between Accumulator Dis- 6 1.8E-02 2.59E-06 4.67E-08
charge Header and RCS Isolation Valves

........ Hu.,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation 7 3.2E-02 1.30E-06 4.16E-08
Valve (inside) and Cold Leg Injection

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation 8 3.20E-02 1.19E-06 3.80E-08
Valve (inside) and Hot Leg Injection

LPI - LPI Sources (RWST, Sump), Supply Line 9 3.64E-02 1.00E-06 3.64E-08

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Pump Discharge and 10 3.2E-02 8.63E-07 2.76E-08
Containment Isolation Valve

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation 11 1.6E-02 9.13E-07 1.46E-08
Valves

RPV - CRDMs 12 5.0E-04 1.00E-05 5.00E-09
,,

RPV- Instrument Lines 13 5.0E-04 1.00E-05 5.00E-09

AFW - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation 14 8.49E-05 3.92E-05 3.33E-09
and SG Isolation Valves

............ , , ,. , . ,

AFW - Main Steam to AFW Pump Turbine Drive 15 1.64E-04 1.28E-05 2.10E-09

RCS - Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop Valve and 16 1.13E-02 1.42E-07 1.60E-09

RPV (Cold Leg)

LP1 - LPI Pump Suction Line 17 1.36E-03 1.10E-06 1.50E-09

RCS - Pressurizer Spray Line 18 1.0E-04 1.00E-05 1.00E-09
............... i ................

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RPV and Loop Stop 19 2.86E-03 2.00E-07 5.72E-10
Valve (Hot Leg)
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Executive Summary

Table S.1 (eont'd)

Conditional !I

Core Damage
Frequency Rupture Core Dam-

System-Component Rank Given Rup- Frequency age Fre-
ture queney

...... ,

AFW - AFW TD Pump Discharge Line 20 5.2E-05 1.02E-05 5.26E-10

AFW - Pipe Segment from Unit 2 AFW Pumps 21 1.4E-04 2.98E-06 4.18E-10
......

AFW - AFW Isolation Valve to SG 22 2.46E-06 6.51E-05 1.60E-10
....

RPV - Nozzle to Vessel Welds 23 3.0E-03 2.00E-08 6.00E-11
........

RPV - Vessel Studs 24 5.0E-04 1.00E-07 5.00E-11

AFW - AFW MDP Suction Line 25 1.2E-05 3.55E-06 4.27E-11

AFW - AFW MDP Discharge Line 26 1.65E-05 2.39E-06 3.95E-11,,, ,,

RPV - Upper, Closure Head, Flange 27 1.79E-03 2.00E-08 3.58E-11

RPV - Nozzle Forging Inlet/Outlet 28 1.25E-03 2.00E-08 2.50E-11,,,

AFW - AFW TDP Suction Line 29 2.47E-06 6.12E-06 1.51E-11

AFW - Pipe Segment from Emergency Makeup 30 3.9E-06 1.46E-06 5.71E-12
System, Fire Main

........

RCS - Pressurizer Relief/Safety Line 31 3.53E-07 6.14E-06 2.26E-12

RCS - Pressurizer Surge Line 32 1.5E-06 6.1E-07 9.15E-13
,,

LPI-A - Accumulator Discharge Line 33 3.5E-08 2.0E-07 9.09E-14

RCS - Pipe Segment Between SG and RCP 34 3.05E-07 2.0E-07 6.10E-14

RCS - Pipe Segmcnt Between Loop Stop Valve and 35 3.05E-07 1.41E-07 4.30E-14
SG (Hot Leg)

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RCP and Loop Stop 36 3.05E-07 7.75E-08 2.36E-14
Valve (Cold Leg)

LPI-A - Accumulator, Suction Line 37 3.5E-08 4.57E-07 1.60E-14

NUREG/CR-6181 x
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1.0 Introduction

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is conducting a This report describes evaluations for the Surry Nuclear
multi-year program for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Power Station Unit 1 (Surry-1) which was selected for
Commission (NRC) entitled "Evaluation and Improve- demonstrating the risk-based methodology. Participa-
ment in Nondestructive Evaluation Reliability for lnser- tion of Virginia Electric Power Company (VEPCO)
vice Inspection (ISI) of Light Water Reactors". The staff was an essential part of the pilot study. Plant-
goals of this program are to determine the reliability of specific information was obtained through system draw-
current ISI of pressure boundary systems and compo- ings, visits to the plant site, and discussions with plant

nents, and to develop recommendations that can ensure operational staff. The specific systems selected for
high inspection reliability. The long-term objective is to study were the reactor pressure vessel, reactor coolant,
develop technical bases for improvements to the inspec- low-pressure injection including accumulators, and the
tion requirements of nuclear power plant components, auxiliary feedwater systems. The remaining pressure

boundary systems at Surry-1 will be addressed in a
Because of similarities in objectives, the PNL program future report. This report presents the results for the
is coordinated with the American Society of Mechanical most risk-important components within the four select-
Engineers (ASME) Research Task Force on Risk- ed systems at Surry-1 and compares the results for ISI
Based Inspection Guidelines. The initial task force priorities with the current ISI practices. Differences are
document (ASME 1991) has made general recommen- being assessed to determine the extent of potential
dations on the application of risk-based methods to ISI, improvements to ISI plans provided by the new meth-
and forms the basis of future proposals to ASME for odology.
improved codes and standards. Results of PNL studies
are being made available to the ASME group to dem- Section 2.0 of this report discusses the overall method-
onstrate and validate the usefulness of the risk-based ology for risk-based ranking of systems and corn-
methodology. Futurc documents specifically addressing ponents. Part of this discussion addresses the methods
nuclear power plant components will bc issued by the used to estimate component rupture probabilities. An
ASME Task Force. approach is proposed for setting target values for these

rupture probabilities at suitable levels. The objective of

To provide technical bases fl_r improved ISI plans, PNL this approach is to ensure that the contribution of pres-
has developed and applied a method (Vo et al. 1989) sure boundary failures to core damage risk remains a
that uses results of probabilistic risk assessments small fraction of total plant risk.
(PRAs) to estimate the consequences of component
failures. The probabilities of these component failures Section 3.0 provides details of the Surry-1 pilot study.
have been estimated by using an expert judgment elici- Descriptions are provided for the four systems
tation process (Vo et al. 1991). Using these estimates addressed, and the assumptions made in the analyses
of consequences and probabilities, risk calculations have are also included. Results of the component rankings
established IS! priorities for systems and components at as well the sensitivity and uncertainty analyses are pre-
nuclear power plants. Once high-priority components sented. Section 4.0 provides a detailed discussion and
have been identified, recommended inspection pro- interpretation of the results of Section 3.0. Finally, a
grains (method, frequency, and extent) will be devel- summary and conclusions of the study are presented in
oped in future work. Probabilistic structural mechanics Section 5.0.
will be applied to establish inspection strategies that will
ensure that component failure rates are maintained at
acceptable levels. After candidate inspection strategies
yielding component failure probabilities less than identi-
fied target values have been determined, decision analy-
sis techniques can be used to identify optimum inspec-
tion strategies.

///
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2.0 Overall Methodology

The overall methodology has three major steps: 1) The FMEA results were used to calculate the impor-
selection and risk-prioritization of systems and compo- tance index (or relative importance) for each compo-
nents for inspection, 2) selection of a total target risk nent within the selected systems. The importance index
value associated with all pressure boundary and struc- was based on the expected consequence of failure of
tural failures, and 3) determination of target rupture the component, as measured by the probability of core
probability for individual components or structures, damage resulting from component failure. In mathe-
The following subsections summarize the overall meth- matical terms, the probability of core damage, Pcm,
odology, resulting from a given component failure (i.e., rupture),

is defined as

2.1 Selection and Risk Prioritization

Both the Inspection Importance Measure (Iw) devel- Peru= Pf * _ PcmlSi * Psi IPf * Ri (2.2)
oped by PNL (Vo et al. 1989) and the Failure Modes i
and Effects Analysis (FMEA) technique were used to
identify and prioritize the most risk-important systems where Pcm = probability of core damage resulting
and components for inspection. Previous work at PNL from the component failure
has addressed priorities at a system level as a prelude Pf = failure (rupture) probabilityof the
to component level prioritization. In summary,for a component of interest
given system, Iw is def'medas the product of the Birn- Peru[ si = conditional probability of core dam-
baum Importance (IB) times the failure probability for age given the failure of system i
that system. Psi I Pf = conditional probability of system i

failing given the component failure
R i = probability that the operator fails to

I w = 2 B , Pt (2.1) recover given a system failure.

where IB = the change in risk that is associated with Equation (2.2) is totaled for all system failures that
a system failure either result directly from the given component failure

or result indirectly from component damage to otherPf = system failure probability due to struc-
tural integrity failures, components or the systems in the zone of interest (e.g.,

pipe whip or jet impingement effects, damaging vital

Core-damage frequency (Level-I PRA) was used in this electrical buses, etc.). The Standard Review Plan devel-
study as the bottom-line risk measure to prioritize the oped by the NRC (1981) and information obtained
plant systems. When risk is measured by core damage from plant system walkdowns are used to assess the
frequency, the IB of a system is equivalent to the condi- indirect effects.
tional probability of core damage given a system failure.
The parameter IB is a measure of the consequence of As shown by Equation (2.2), estimates of component
structural failure, where I" also addresses the proba- failure probabilities are required in order to perform
bilities of structural failures. Specifically, Iw is an ap- component prioritization. These estimates are summa-

rized in the following subsection.proximation of the core damage risk due to system
failures caused by structural failures. Components with
very high IB values are given the highest rank in the 2.2 Estimates of Component Rupture
risk-based prioritization for inspection planning. Corn- Probabilities
ponents having high Iw values are then added into this

list of highly ranked components. The results of system For each system selected (Table 2.1), the per-compo-
prioritization for Surry-1 from an earlier PNL study nent failure probability was estimated. Because histori-
(Vo et al. 1990) are shown in Table 2.1. cal failure data on low-probability events (e.g., pipe

rupture) are lacking, an expert judgment elicitation was
For those systems selected for further analyses, a de- used to estimate component failure probabilities. This
tailed component-level prioritization was performed, section summarizes the procedures and the results of
The FMEA technique was selected for this analysis.
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2.0 Overall Methodology

Table 2.1. System Level Importance Ranking for Surry-I (a)

.... System Iw (1B) Ranking

High-Pressure Injection 1.3E-05 (1.4E-02) 1 (3)
Low-Pressure Injection 6.1E-06 (1.6E-02) 2 (2)
Reactor Pressure Vessel 5.0E-06 (1.0) 3 (1)
Auxiliary Feedwater 3.9E-07 (8.2E-03) 4 (4)
Service Water (b) 1.0E-07 (2.2E-03) 5 (5)
Steam Generator 5.1E-08 (5.1E-06) 6 (8)

Reactor Coolant 2.9E-08 (6.1E-04) 7 (6)
Power Conversion 1.9E-09 (5.1E-06) 8 (7)

(a) Obtained from Vo et al. (1990). Values in parentheses represent the system Birnbaum

Importance Measure results or their associated rankings.
(b) Including the component cooling water system.

PNL's expert judgment elicitation. More detailed dis- Each expert then completed questionnaire forms that
cussions are given in Vo et al. (1991). addressed location-specific rupture probabilities for the

systems of interest. These responses included best
The expert judgment elicitation used a systematic pro- estimates of probabilities and uncertainties, and the
cedure, which closely followed the approaches reported rationale for these estimates. Following the meeting,
in the NRC Severe Accident Risks Document (NRC the information provided by the expert panel was re-
1989; Wheeler et al. 1989; Meyer et al. 1989). The composed and aggregated. PNL prepared a preliminary
specific objective of the PNL elicitation was to develop report of the elicitation, which was then submitted to
numerical estimates for probabilities of catastrophic or each panel member for review. This report included
disruptive failures in the selected components at Surry- the initial recomposition, additional plant-specific data,
1. Figure 2.1 shows information that was used to ob- and other relevant information. The experts were
tain the desired estimates from the experts, requested to review and revise their estimates of rup-

ture probabilities. The revised information was again
Prior to !be expert elicitation workshop, PNL sent recomposed and aggregated to provide single composite
refere.ncc materials to the experts, including data sourc- judgments for each issue.
es, reports, probabilistic models, and recent PRA re-
sults. Panel members were asked to study these mate- Figure 2.2 shows a sample of estimated failure probabil-
rials and to make initial estimates of failure probabil- ities obtained from the expert judgment approach.
ities. Similar types of plots were produced for components in

other selected systems at Surry-1. For readability, the

At the meeting, a h)rmal presentation was provided for probabilities are presented with a logl0 scale, with the
each system addressed. Presentations covered technical probabilities expressed as failures per component per
descriptions, historical component failure mechanisms, year. The ranges of best estimates frt_m the experts
elicitation statements, suggested approaches, question- were summarized in a series of plots (boxes and whis-
naire forms, and any materials that supported the issue kers) as shown in Figure 2.2. An individual plot dis-
descriptions. The presentations were followed by dis- plays five features of the distribution of estimated prob-
cussions. The experts provided their knowledge regard- abilities. The "whiskers" display the extreme upper and
ing plant design and operation, failure history, material lower bound values of the distribution, while the box
degradation mechanisms, and methods for recomposi- itself locates the 25% and 75% quartiles of the distribu-
tion and aggregation of the data. tion. Finally, the circle within the box is the median of

the distribution.
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2.0 Overall Methodology
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Figure 2.1. Information Provided to Expert Panel

2.3 Target Risk and Rupture Proba- that the risk of core damage resulting from pressure
boundary component structural failures is maintained to

bility be less than a small fraction of the total core damage

risk estimated by the PRA. The risk due to pressure
The purpose of inspections is to keep risk levels within boundary structural failures is referred to as the "target
acceptable values (e.g., by detecting and repairing de- risk," and 5% of the total PRA-estimated risk resulting
graded components before they lead to rupture). It is a from internal events has been recommended as an

difficult task to select acceptable (or target) values for appropriate numerical value.
the risk associated with pressure boundary component

and structural failures. However, once the target risk It is further recommended that this overall target risk

values are determined, the corresponding target rup- be apportioned among the risk-important components
ture probabilities for individual components can be by considering the risk associated with rupture of each

quantified using the methods described in the preceding component. Using the conditional probability of core
subsections. This subsection proposes an approach for damage given component failure, the target failure
defining the target risk and the target rupture probabili- probability can be calculated for each component from
tics. its apportioned share of the overall target risk value.

From this, inspection strategies can be determined to
A philosophical approach for selecting target values of maintain component rupture probabilities below target
risk and rupture probability for individual components values, and optimum strategies can then be selected.
has been recommended by ASME Research Task Force An example of the target risk and component rupture

on Risk-Based Inspection (ASME 1991). This probability calculations is provided in the next section
approach assumes that the inspection should ensure to clarify the discussion.
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3.0 Analyses of Surry-1 Plant Systems

This section presents analyses of the four selected tion obtained from the walkdowns was later used to
Surry-1 systems. Identification and prioritization of assess the indirect effects on the systems. The walk-
components for the Surry-1 plant systems are provided downs for each system included the plant engineer and
following a brief discussion of plant familiarization, one or two project team analysts. For each component
system descriptions, and analysis assumptions. The (e.g., pipe segment), all the necessary information relat-
section concludes with sensitivity analyses, ed to that component was obtained. This information

was entered into the preliminary FMEA models. For

3.1 Plant Familiarization example, for a given pipe segment within a selected
system, the component identification, including the pipe

Participation of VEPCO was an essential part of the size, was identified. NUmbers of welds, elbows, sup-
pilot study. Before initiating the pilot study, a visit to ports, connections, penetrations, etc., within the pipe
VEPCO headquarters was conducted. The purpose of segment in question were identified and recorded.

Given a component failure, the potential targets thatthis first visit was to get acquainted with VEPCO per-
sonnel and to request needed data. might be impacted by the failed components (e.g., vital

electrical buses, system components nearby, etc.) were

Prior to the initial plant visit, the project team analysts also recorded. Additionally, a video camera was used
reviewed the fault trees reported in the Surry-1 PRA, to record the conversations with the responsible engi-
the system descriptions, and the sections of the final neer and views of significant locations of concern to sys-

tem design and operation as identified during the initialsafety analysis report (FSAR) applicable to the systems
visit.

of interest. The preliminary FMEA models were con-
structed and preliminary success criteria and dependen-

In addition to the plant system walkdowns, discussionscy matrices were developed to identify specific areas
with plant operational and technical staff were alsowhere information was needed to develop an accurate

model. Based on these initial activities, a letter of conducted. The areas of discussion included plant and
request was prepared and sent to the plant to identify system modeling questions, collections of system design

and operational information, discussions of transientthe plant-specific information and data that was
required. The following subsections provide a descrip- sequence progressions, and the operators' responses to
tion of the plant visit and the information obtained these events. During the plant visit the team had dis-
during the visit, cussions with the Surry-1 supervisor of system safety,

the operator training coordinator, and the supervisor of

3.1.1 Initial Plant Visit the ISI. Project analysts talked with reactor operators,
the shift technical advisor, and members of the mainte-

nance and engineering staff.
A one-week plant visit was arranged to meet with plant

personnel. During this visit, project team analysts Discussions centered on gaining a clear understanding
performed the system walkdowns and obtained relevant of the following items:
plant information. The visiting PNL team included

plant system specialists and PRA specialists. Because • the normal and emergency configurations
the plant was in operation during the initial visit, system and operations of the various systems of
walkdowns for some locations were not possible (e.g., interest
inside the containment building and other high-radia-

tion areas). Therefore, the Video Information Manage- • system dependencies
mcnt System (VIMS) developed by VEPCO was also

used. VIMS is a computerized system, that displays • operational problem areas identified by plant
photographs of plant systems and components that have
been stored in digital form on a laser disc. Following personnel that may impact the analysis
simple instructions, the plant photographs could be • automatic and manual actions taken in re-
retrieved and viewed at any location within the plant.

sponse to various emergency conditions

For each of the systems selected for the study, a system • availability of plant specific operational data.
walkdown was conducted where possible. The informa-
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3.0 Analyses

The emergency procedures which addressed actions 3.2 Plant System Description
identified by the project analysts as important actions

were explained to operations personnel. Surry-1 is part of a two-unit plant located on the James
River near Williamsburg, Virginia. Surry-1 is a West-

3.1.2 Information Obtained inghouse-designed, three-loop, pressurized-water reactor
(PWR) rated at 788 MWe capacity with a sub-atmo-

A complete set of the current Surry piping and instru- spheric containment. The balance of the plant and
mentation drawings (P&ID), isometric drawings%com- containment building were designed and constructed by
posite drawings, and stress analysis reports were provid- Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation. Surry-1 is
ed by the Surry-1 staff. Also, the Surry-1 staff provided operated by VEPCO. Commercial operation started in
copies of the Surry Emergency Procedures, Abnormal 1972.
Procedures, Emergency Contingency Action Proce-

0ures, Functional Restoration Procedures, and several The Surry-1 systems selected for study were the primary
sections from the current revisions of the Surry-1 pressure boundary system, the front-line safety systems,
FSAR. The plant information was incorporated into and certain important support systems identified in
PNL's preliminary FMEA models. For instance, the Table 2.1. These were the reactor pressure vessel
isometric and composite drawings were used to obtain (RPV), reactor coolant (RCS), low-pressure injection
additional information regarding component orientation (LPI), and the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) systems. The
and number of subcomponents. The Emergency Proce- following paragraphs summarize the descriptions for
dures were used to assess the recovery actions by the these systems. Detailed descriptions can be found in
operators given a rupture of component, the Surry-1 FSAR.

3.1.3 Subsequent Plant Visits 3.2.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel

During the course of the study, two additional plant The RPV is a principal component of the RCS. The
visits were conducted. The first visit was to obtain ad- Surry-1 RPV is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of a
ditional plant-specific failure mechanisms for compo- cylindrical shell with a hemispherical bottom head, and
nents within the system analyzed. This information was a flanged and gasketed removable upper head. The
provided to an expert workshop on estimating compo- vessel contains the core, core support structures, control
nent rupture probabilities. The other plant visit was rods, thermal shield, and other parts directly associated
conducted during the plant shutdown for refueling, with the core. Outlet and inlet nozzles are located

This visit was to obtain additional information and to between the upper head and the core.
verify the information that was obtained from an initial

visit (e.g., areas inside the containment building). PNL The Surry-1 vessel was designed and manufactured by
is currently performing the pilot study for the Surry-1 the Babcock and Wilcox Company to the requirements
balance of the plant system and additional plant visits of Section 111of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

are anticipated. Code (BPVC). Design features and materials selection
are typical for PWR reactor vessels at U.S. nuclear

3.1.4 Utility Interface plants. The vessel is designed of low-alloy steel with
forgings of Type A508, Class 2 and plate materials of

An ongoing interface was maintained with the utility Type A533, Grade B, Class 1. All surfaces in contact
throughout the duration of the analysis. The project with coolant are clad with, or made from, 300-series
team leader was in frequent contact with Surry-1 plant stainless steel or lnconelO. In general, all attachments
personnel to ask questions and verify information, and pressure-containing parts have full-penetration
Surry-1 personnel also reviewed the results of the study welds. Partial welds are used to attach the relatively
when they became available, small diameter control rod drives and the instrumenta-

tion tubes t_ the vessel heads.
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Figure 3.1. Surry-1 Reactor Pressure Vessel Simplified Schematic

3.2.2 Reactor Coolant System three identical heat transfer loops (connecting parallel
to the RPV), each of which includes a steam generator,

The function of the RCS is to remove heat and transfer reactor coolant pump, and connecting piping and instru-
it to the secondary system. It also provides a barrier mentation for flow and temperature measurements.
against the release of reactor coolant or radioactive
materials to the containment environment. The RCS The pipes through which the heated water flows from
for Surry-1is diagramed in Figure 3.2. It consists of the RPV to the steam generator are called the "hotlegs" and the pipes through which the cooled water
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Figure 3.2. Surry-1 Reactor Coolant System Simplified Schematic

flows i'rom the steam generator and back into the RPV coolant loop and is maintained at the saturation tem-

are called the "cold legs." The working fluid is boiled perature that corresponds to the system pressure.
on the secondary sides of the steam generator and
transported through a conventional turbine-condenser To regulate the reactor coolant chemistry within design
system, limits and control the pressure level, a constant letdown

flow from one loop upstream of the reactor coolant

The RCS also includes a pressurizer that maintains the pump is maintained. This flow is, in turn, controlled by
reactor coolant at a constant pressure. The pressurizer the pressurizer level. Constant coolant makeup is add-
system consists of power-operated relief valves with ed by charging pumps in the chemical and volume
associated block valves, ASME code safety valves, pres- control systems. The inservice integrity of the RCS is

surizer sprays, and electrical heaters. There is continu- addressed through periodic inspections performed in
otis control of the water and steam inventory within the accordance with the requirements of ASME, S('ction

pressurizer vessel. The pressurizer is connected to a XI.
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3.2.3 Low-Pressure Injection Sys_.em The accumuiators, which are passive components, serve
as another injection mode for the LPI system. They

The LPI consists of several independent subsystems provide an initial influx of borated water to reflood the
characterized by equipment and flow path redundancy reactor core following a large or medium LOCA. The
inside the missile protection boundaries. The two phas- accumulator system, diagrammed in Figure 3.4, consists
es of low-pressure system operation including active of three tanks filled with borated water and pressurized
low-pressure injection and recirculation mode and the with nitrogen. Each of the accumulators is connected
passive accumulator injection are summarized below, to one of the RCS cold legs by a line containing a

normaUy open MOV and check valve in series. The

The Surry-1 low-pressure injection/recirculation system check valves serve as isolation valves during normal
(LPI/LPR) provides emergency coolant injection and operation and open to empty the contents of the accu-
recirculation following a loss-of-coolant accident mulators when the RCS pressure falls below 650 psig.
(LOCA) when the RCS depressurizes below the low-
pre._sure setpoint (about 300 psig). In addition to the The accumulators depend on the nitrogen system to
direct recirculation of coolant during the recirculation maintain the pressure head. The nitrogen is supplied
phase once the RCS is depressurized, the LPR dis- by dedicated local nitrogen bottles, and the accumula-
charge provides the suction source for the high-pressure tors are fully instrumented to indicate abnormal pres-
recirculation system following drainage of the refueling sure conditions. The accumulators are initially filled
water storage tank (RWST). with borated water storage from the RWST, and the

valves are closed. Instrumentation verifies that the level

The LPI/LPR at Surry-1 is diagrammed in Figure 3.3. remains above a minimum value.
The system consists of two 100% capacity pump trains.
In the injection mode, the pump trains share a common The associated components, piping, structures, and
suction header from the RWST. Each pump draws power supplies of the LPI system (including the accu-
suction from the header through normally open motor- mulators) are designed to conform with Class 1 seismic
operated valves (MOVs), check valves, and locked-open criteria. All motors, instruments, transmitters, and their
manual valves. Each pump discharges through a check associated cables located inside the containment are
valve and normally open MOV in series to a common designed to function during and under the postulated
injection header. The injection header contains a temperature, pressure, and humidity conditions.
locked-open MOV and branches to separate lines, one
to each cold leg. Each of the lines to the cold legs All LPI piping in contact with borated water is austenit-
contains two check valves in series to provide isolation ic stainless steel. The piping is designed to meet the
from the high-pressure RCS. minimum requirements set forth in B31.1 Code for

Pressure Piping, B36.10 and B16.19, ASTM Standards,

In the recirculation mode, the pump trains draw suction Supplementary Standards, and Additional Quality Con-
from the containment sump through a parallel arrange- troi Measures. The piping is supported to accommo-
ment of suction lines to a common header. FIc_ from date expansion due to temperature changes and hydrau-

the suction header is drawn through a normally closed lic forces during an accident. All components of the
MOV and check valve in series. Discharge of the LPI/LPR and accumulators are tested periodically to
pump is directed to either the cold legs through the demonstrate system readiness. All pressure piping butt

same lines used for injection or to a parallel set of welds containing radioactive fluid, at greater than 600°F
headers that feed the charging pumps, depending on and 600 psig, were radiographed. The remaining piping
the RCS pressure, butt welds were randomly radiographed. Pressure-

containing components are inspected for leaks from

In the hot-leg injection mode, system operation is iden- pump seals, valve packing, flanged joints, and safety
tical to normal recirculation with the exception that the valves during system testing. Frequency of testing and
normally open cold-leg injection valves must be manual- maintenance of the system components arc specified in
ly closed remotely, and one or more normally closed the ASME, Section XI.
hot-leg recirculation valves must be mar,uaUy opened.
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Figure 3.4. Surry-1 Accumulator System Simplified Schematic

3.2.4 Auxiliary Feedwater System discharges to parallel headers; each of these headers
can provide AFW flow to any or all of the steam gener-

The AFW system provides feedwater to the steam ators. Flow from each header to any one steam gener-

generators for heat removal from the primary system ator is through a normally open MOV and locked-open
after a reactor trip. The AFW system may also be used valve in series, paralleled with a line from the other

following a reactor shutdown, in conjunction with the header. These lines feed one line containing a check
condenser dump valves or atmospheric relief valves, to valve that joins the main feedwater line to a steam
cool the RCS to about 300°F and 300 psig, at which generator.
time the residual heat removal system is brought into

operation. The AFW system also provides emergency The motor-driven pumps automatically start on receipt
water following a secondary-side line rupture. Removal of a safety actuation system signal, loss of main feed-
of heat in this manner prevents the reactor coolant water, low steam generator level in any steam genera-

pressure from increasing and causing release of reactor tor, or loss of off-site power. The turbine-driven pumps
coolant through the pressurizer relief and/or safety automatically start on indication of a low steam genera-tor level in any steam generator or undervoltage of any
valves, of the main RCS pumps.

The AFW system is diagramed in Figure 3.5. The
AFW is a multiple-train system; it consists of electric Most of the AFW equipment is located in the auxiliary
motor-driven pumps and steam turbine-driven pumps, building. This building is designed to withstand the
Each pump draws suction through an independent line effects of earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, and other
from the condensate storage tank. Each AFW pump natural phenomenon. Provisions are incorporated in
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the AFW design to allow periodic operation to dem- the system pressure boundary, are not con-
onstrate performance and structural leak-tight integrity, sidered. However, failures of these compo-
Leak detection is provided by visual examination and nents as pressure boundaries are addressed.
sensors in the floor drain system. The capability to Steam generator tube failures have been
isolate components or piping is provided, if required, so considered in other studies and are not in-
that the AFW system's safety function will not be corn- eluded in this study.
promised. Provisions are made to allow for ISI of
components at the appropriate times specified in the • The Standard Review Plan 3.6.2, developed by the
ASME, Section XI. NRC (1981), was used in determining the indirect

effects (e.g., pipe whip, jet forces, etc.) of compo-

3.3 Analyses Assumptions nent failures, as such failures relate to other com-
ponents in the zone of interest (e.g., vital electri-

General assumptions used for the analyses are the cal buses). Additionally, when a larger diameter
following: pipe impacts a smaller diameter pipe of the same

pipe schedule, a smaller diameter pipe is assumed

• Core damage frequency was used as the to fail.
bottom-line risk measure to prioritize plant
system components. • Potential flooding due to pipe ruptures that

could damage safety-related systems and

• For the four selected systems, the discrete equipment are not included in these analy-
components (piping segments, welds, etc.) ses. Floodings will be addressed at the later
are identified for purposes of the risk-based date.
evaluation. For the RPV, the major compo-
nents of interest were the vessel shell, heads, 3.4 Component Prioritization
flanges, closure studs, penetrations, nozzles
and safe ends, and attachment welds. For The quantitativeFMEA technique, as described in
other systems, the components of interest Section 2.0, was used to prioritize components on the
were pipe segments. These included the basis of core damage risk. In summary, the following
straight lengths of pipe, pipe elbows, cou- sources of information were used to prioritize compo-
plings, fittings, flanged joints, and welds, ncnts for inspection: 1) the component failure proba-
Additionally, tanks and heat exchangers, bilities estimated from expert judgment elicitation (Vo
including the pressurizer, are also included et al. 1990), 2) the results from Surry-1system prioriti-
as components in the analyses, zation (Vo ct al. 1989), and 3) system fault trees report-

ed in the Surry-1 PRA (Bertucio and Julius 1990). The
• The system Birnbaum Importance results Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System

were used to provide the conditional proba- (IRRAS) computer program developed by Idaho Na-
bilities of core damage given the system tional Engineering Laboratory (Russel et al. 1987) was
failures, used to reanalyze the developed fault trees (e.g., calcu-

late the conditional probability of system failure given a
• Identical components in identical trains component failure).

within the same system were assumed to
have the same failure consequences. The FMEAs were initially formulated using plant sys-

tem drawings and other relevant plant-specific infor-
• In these analyses, failures in piping of less mation. As stated in the assumptions, Standard Review

than 1-in. in diameter generally are not Plan information developed by the NRC was used in
considered, primarily because of the enorm- determining the potential effects of system component
ous amount of instrumentation piping of this failures on other components in the zone of interest.
size. Active functions of components such To ensure that plant models were as realistic as possi-
as pumps and valves, which make up part of ble and reflected plant operational practices, visits to
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the Surry-1 plant were conducted for plant system walk- probability of core damage, given the vessel failure,
downs, and discussions were held with plant operational Petals, was assumed to be 1.0.
and technical staff. For locations where the walkdowns

were not possible, (e.g., high-radiation areas) the VIMS Depending on failure location and/or accident scenario,

developed by VEPCO was used to identify the poten- the recovery action, Ri, was assigned an estimated
tiaUy impacted systems and equipment (given a failure probability based on discussions with the plant technical
of a component in the zone of interest), staff and on information obtained from the PRA. For

the reactor pressure, no recovery action was possible.
The FMEA worksheets were devised so that the neces- It is important to note that in this study the probability
sary information could be systematically tabulated. In of recovery by the operator staff was incorporated in
the following paragraphs, the example of the RPV the system prioritization scheme. To prevent double
(using Equation 2.2) is discussed. Copies of FMEA counting, the recovery actions were assessed qualitative-
worksheets are provided in Appendix A of this report, ly. For each postulated failure of a component within

the selected systems, the core damage probability was

The first step of the analysis was to identify the compo- calculated. A computer program was developed for the
nent locations and/or the number of subcomponents calculations.

within a specified pipe segment or region. For exam-
ple, the beltline region of the Surry-1 RPV consists of The product of the component failure probability and
five welds (four longitudinal welds and one circumfer- the corresponding core damage probability given a

ential weld). The per-weld failure probability, Pf, was failure of the component, was calculated. This value
estimated as 3.2E-07 (see Figure 2.2). The failure describes the expected risk-based implication of the
probability of the beltline region (five welds) was esti- component under consideration. In the vessel example,
mated as 5* (3.2E-07/weld) -- 1.6E-06. failures of welds at the vessel beitline region were as-

sumed to result in loss of the vessel, and the core dam-

As discussed in a previous section, the consequences of age probability per plant year was estimated to be
component failures were to be placed into two catego- (1.6E-06) * l = 1.6E-06.
ries, those that resulted in direct effects on the system
in question and those that resulted in effects on other On the FMEA worksheets the relative importance of
systems or components in the zone of interest (e.g., each component was calculated as illustrated above
component failures due to pipe whip or jet impinge- (e.g., 1.6E-06 * 1). An importance index was used to

ment effects). In either case, the total contribution to rank each component in a given system by normalizing
core damage, given a failure of the component undcr its core damage probabilities to that of a component
consideration, were assessed (e.g., the product of the with the highest core damage probability. The highest
conditional probability of core damage given system value of the index identifies the component that is the
failures and the probability of system failures given most important for the system being analyzed. A final

component failures, Petals * PsIP). combined ranking of components for all four systems
together was developed based on the numerical values

Information from prior system level prioriti:,ations, for core damage frequency.
system walkdowns, discussions with VEPCO staff, the

Standard Review Plan, and the fault trees reported in 3.5 Results of Analyses
the Surry-1 PRA were used to quantify the failure
effects. The system fault tree was reanalyzed to esti-

Within the four systems analyzed, there are approxi-mate the probability of system failure given a compo-
nent failure. The IRRAS computer program was used mately 250 major components (or pipe segments). By
to calculate probabilities of system failure given a com- assuming that identical components in identical trains
ponent failure. Generally, the Birnbaum Importance within the same system have the same failure probabili-
Measure for the system was used to provide the condi- ties and consequences, these components are reduced
tional probability of core damage given a system failure, to approximately 125 components. For ranking pur-
For the RPV, the primary effect of a weld failure was pose, components within the same train can be further

the loss of the vessel (Psi P = 1.0). In this case, the grouped, based on major discontinuities (e.g., between
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pumps and major valves). This resulted in 37 major 3.6 Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analy-
component groups within the systems anal_ed, ses

Table 3.1 shows the results of the risk-based ranking of
There are various sources of uncertainty in the numeri-major components within the four selected systems at

Surry-1, based on the contributions of component fail- cal results of this study. This section describes specific
ures to core damage frequency. Included in the table sources of uncertainty and provides the results of uncer-
are the upper- and lower-bound values estimated for tainty/sensitivity analyses.
each component to indicate the effects of uncertainties
in the estimates of component rupture probabilities. 3.6.1 Treatment of Uncertainties
The rankings (as shown in the table) are based on the
median values estimated from the Surry-1 PRA and Two basic types of uncertainties addressed in this study
PNL evaluations of other factors such as rupture proba- were parameter value uncertainty and modeling uncer-
bilities, as discussed in the preceding section. Fig- tainty. Parameter value uncertainties were evaluated
ure 3.5 presents this information graphically for the for component rupture probabilities, the conditional
components in the four systems, probability of core damage given component failures,

and human recovery action probabilities. Modeling

As shown in Table 3.1, the contributions of individual uncertainty was evaluated for the treatment of the indi-
component failures to core damage frequency (based on rect effects of the component failures.
the median values) range widely from about 1.6E-14 to
1.58E-06 per plant year. The cumulative risk contribu- The uncertainties of the component rupture probabili-
tion from all components as shown in Figure 3.6 is ties have been addressed in Vo et al. 1990. For exam-
about 2.1E-06 per plant year. Figure 3.7 shows this pie, the population quartile was chosen to describe
cumulative risk contribution. It is interesting to note uncertainty in the estimates of component rupture
that the risk contribution is dominated by approximately probabilities (see Figure 2.2). Limited uncertainty

the first 18 highest-ranked components. The system analyses regarding the core damage conditional proba-
level rankings obtained by summing component contri- bilities have been addressed. The uncertainties in com-
butions are the following: 1) RPV, 2) LPI, 3) AFW, ponent unavailabilities, initiating event frequencies, and

and 4) RCS. These system level rankings agree with cut set element unavailabilities and their associated
those obtained in an earlier PNL study (Vo et ai. 1989). modeling were not addressed in this study. Consider-

ation of functional dependencies and common-cause

For the purpose of comparison, the components are effects on systems were based on the results evaluated
also ranked on the basis of the calculated values of by the selected PRAs. The mean parameter values

conditional probability of core damage given a compo- estimated by the PRAs were used to calculate the core
nent failure. Table 3.2 shows this ranking based on the damage conditional probabilities. The uncertainties of
median values estimated. Figure 3.8 presents this same recovery action errors were addressed in the Surry-1
information graphically. The conditional contributions PRA (Bertucio and Julius 1990). In these evaluations
of component failures to core damage range from 1.9 to the probabilities were assessed using values of each
about 1.0E-07. As expected, the highest contributions parameter such that the nth percentile (or quartile) of
are from RPV components, since rupture of the RPV the uncertainty distribution representing the range over
beltline region leads directly to core damage. Condi- which the true values lie. In this, Monte Carlo or other
tional contributions to core damage from the LPI, the sampling techniques were used to assess the propaga-
AFW, and the RCS components are lower due to the tion of parameter value uncertainty through the final
ability of redundant safety systems to mitigate accidents results.
and, hence, prevent core damage. Table 3.3 shows the
risk importance parameters for 37 major components There arc many variables involved in calculating the
identified in Table 3.1. The component rupture fro- indirect effects given a component failure (e.g., location
quencies (as shown in Table 3.3) were the average of of pipe break, orientation of the equipment, direction of
component group, whipping pipe, number of hangers and/or supports,

impact location, angle of impacts, etc.). Guidance
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provided in the Standard Review Plan 3.6.2 and infor- the indirect effects to the overall core damage frequen-
mation obtained through discussions with VEPCO staff cy are negligible (less than 2%). Two pipe segments
during system walkdowns were used to assess the indi- identified to have potential failure effects on the other
rect effects. The assessments of the indirect effects systems nearby were 1) the pipe segment between the

using Standard Review Plan 3.6.2 are likely to be con- accumulator discharge line and RCS isolation valve and
servative. The uncertainty was evaluated by excluding 2) the pipe segment between LPI pump discharge line
the potential indirect effects of component failures in and the containment isolation valve. Rupture of the
the model (e.g., pipe whip or jet impingement effects) accumulator discharge line could result in a failure of
and recalculating the overall core damage frequency, the entire residual heat removal discharge line due to

its potential pipe whip and/or jet impingement effects.

3.6.2 Results of Uncertainty/Sensitivity Similarly, rupture of the LPI pump discharge line could

Analyses result in disabling of the charging pump inlet header.

Sensitivity analyses were performed on issues that could Although analyses regarding potential flooding within
potentially have significant impact on component rank- the plant due to pipe ruptures were not part of this
ing. The sensitivity analyses addressed the changes in study, the safeguard room at Surry-1 needs to be men-
component rankings by using upper- and lower-estimat- tioned. The safeguard room houses the AFW pumps
ed values of component rupture probabilities as report- and serves as a pass-through area for the main steam
ed in calculations in Vo et al. (1990). As shown in lines and the main feedwater lines. The room also
Table 3.1, although variation exists in the numerical contains three main steam isolation valves, three main
results, most components have relatively the same rank- steam valves, fifteen steam generator atmospheric dump
ing, as compared to the ranking based on the median valves, three steam generator relief valves, one small
values. The largest variations in component ranking decay heat relief valve, and three main feedwater check
were the LPI supply lines and sources, pipe segments valves. The concern is that a rupture in a pipe seg-
extending from isolation valves to the steam generator, ment, a valve body, or a steam-water line could flood

and pump suction and discharge lines of the AFW the room with steam and/or water, thereby causing all
system. Pipe segments between the RPV and the RCS AFW pumps and other safety-related equipment to fail.
loop stop valves have moderate variations in ranking• This is an important issue and will be addressed at the

later date. Component risk prioritization of the entire

Sensitivity analyses were also performed by letting the reactor system will be completed end the main steam
component rupture probabilities approach 1.0. This and main feedwater lines will also be evaluated at alater date.
causes Pcm values to be the same as PcmlPs.. The new

• . I

rankings are shown m Table 3.2 (and Figure 3.6). As
shown in the table, the RPV components remain on top
of the important-component list. This is followed by

components within the LPI system, AFW system, and
the RCS. The components that had the largest increas-
es in ranking were the LPI source and supply line,

ranking second, which is an increase of eight in compo-
nent ranking. Other components remained at relatively
the same rankings. Although probability of failure of
the LPI suction line/source is quite low, loss of this

component (e.g., loss of common suction lines of the
LPI supply line) could disable the entire system, there-

by contributing significantly to core damage.

Sensitivity analyses were performed to address contribu-
tions to core damage from indirect effects of compo-
nent failures. The results show that contributions of
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Table 3.1. Component Rankings Based on Core Damage Frequency for
Four Selected Systems at Surry-1 (a)

Core Damage Frequency
System - Component (b) ..................... Rank (c)

Upper Median Lower
,,,, , ,,,, ,

RPV - Beltline Welds 4.00E-04 1.58E-06 5.40E-07 1
,, ,, ,,,

RPV - Beltline Plate 1.00E-07 1.00E-07 8.00E-08 2

RPV - Lower/Bottom Shell 2.50E-07 7.32E-08 2.00E-08 3
,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,

AFW - CST, Supply Line 1.60E-07 6.86E-08 1.60E-08 4
, , ,,,

RPV - Circumferential Flange to Nozzle 1.30E-07 6.16E-08 2.00E-08 5
Course, Upper Shell, Outside Beltline
Welds

, ,,,,,,

LPI-A - Pipe Segment Between Accumulator 1.60E-07 4.67E-08 3.20E-09 6
Discharge Header and RCS Isolation
Valves

,,,,, ,,,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment 1.60E-07 4.16E-08 3.2E-08 7
Isolation Valve (inside) and Cold Leg
Injection ...... , ,, ,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment 8.70E-08 3.80E-08 1.40E-08 8
Isolation Valve (inside) and Cold Leg
Injection

,,,, , ....

LPI - LPI Sources (RWST, Sump), Supply 1.86E-07 3.64E-08 3.20E-10 9
Line

, ,,.

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Pump Dis- 8.64E-08 2.76E-08 8.80E-09 10
charge and Containment Isolation
Valve

, ,,, ,,,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment 5.44E-08 1.46E-08 8.00E-09 11
Isolation Valves

,,,, ,, ,,

RPV - CRDMs 2.74E-08 5.00E-09 2.23E-09 12

RPV - Instrument Lines 4.18E-08 5.00E-09 1.58E-09 12
,,, , ,,,

AFW - Pipe Segment Between Containment 8.00E-09 3.33E-09 1.52E-10 14
Isolation and SG Isolation Valves

,,,

AFW - Main Steam to AFW Pump Turbine 8.36E-09 2.10E-09 2.79E-10 15
Drive

,,,, , ..... ,,,,=

RCS - Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop 2.70E-09 1.60E-09 5.34E-10 6
Valve and RPV (Cold Leg)

,.,
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Table 3.1 (cant'd)

,ill, ,, lUili llrlU111 iii,, , i J ii i 1111 i ............ ,l i I ,,liT , ill 11U11_I iilri, im

Core Damage Frequency
- Rank(C)

System - Component (b) Upper Median Lower
i,illl,, i i i : ill _ i ii i ii ii. i i i i i i illllll ._ iiill

LPI - LPI Pump Suction Line 1.59E-09 1.50E4)9 4.48E-11 17
ill u ill ii ill .... ii

RCS - Pressurizer Spray Line 1.60E-09 1.00E-09 4.70E-19 18
.................... i i ill i i ii i

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RPV and Loop 2.00E-09 5.72E-10 3.20E-11 19
Stop Valve (Hot Leg)

ill i i illlll i ii,lllU i i,,ii

AFW - AFW TD Pump Discharge Line 6.00E-10 5.26E-10 2.48E-11 20
i ........ i,ii i ii •

AFW - Pipe Segment from Unit 2 AFW 1.39E-09 4.18E-10 1.39E-10 21
Pumps

.......... i i i, ........

AFW - AFW Isolation Valve to SG 2.60E-10 1.60E-10 4.70E-12 22
i .... • i li i i ,ll i i illl ii

RPV - Nozzle to Vessel Welds 3.90E-10 6.00E-I 1 1.14E-11 23
Jill i i .... , i illi.ii, i i ill ii i,.

RPV - Vessel Studs 5.00E-10 5.00E-I 1 1.58E-11 24
.............

AFW - AFW MDP Suction Line 1.39E-(_) 4.27E-11 2.79E-11 25
L ..................... ,i

AFW - AFW MDP Discharge Line 5,41E-11 3.95E-11 4.92E-12 26
.............. illl

RPV - Upper, Closure Head, Flange 5.71E-11 3.58E-11 5.71E-12 27

1 ............. i i i ,iiRPV - Nozzle Forging Inlet/Outlet 2.50E-11 2.50E-11 5...00E-12 28

AFW - AFW TDP Suction Line 4.37E-11 1.51E-11 5.41E-12 29
......

AFW - Pipe Segment from Emergency Make- 2.46E-11 5.71E-12 2.46E-12 30
up System, Fire Main

................

RCS - Pressurizer Relief/Safely Line 7.00E-12 2.26E-12 2.35E-13 31
i i i ii....

RCS - Pressurizer Surge Line 2.23E-12 9.15E-13 3.05E-13 32
ill i.... i

LPI-A - Accumulator Discharge Line 5.56E-13 9.09E-14 3.47E-14 33
....... i i m ii,i

RCS - Pipe Segment Between SG and RCP 3.05E-13 6.10E-14 1.83E-14 34

RCS - Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop 2.44E-13 4.30E-14 1.83E-14 35
Valve and SG (Hot Leg)

.....

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RCP and Loop 1.52E-13 2.36E-14 6.10E-15 36
Stop Valve (Cold Leg)

LPI-A - Accumulator, Suction Line 3.47E-14 1.60E-14 3.47E-15 37
ililll illll lU

(a) Based on the estimated medianvaluesof component rupture probabilities.
(b) RPV = Reactor PressureVessel; AFW = AuxiliaryFeedwater; LP! = LowPressure Injection; LPI-A = Low Pressure Injection-

Accumulator;RCS = Reactor Coolant System.
(c) Rankingswere based on "Median"values.
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3.0 Analyses

Table 3.2. Component Rank,inKs Based on Conditional Core Damage Frequency
Given a Component Rupture (a) for Selected

Systems at Surry-1

,i,. ...... IIIVI'II" ,,,,,, L , I '!,, ,,, l In ,,,llm.,T_lirlln, I l Ill ,lr all r , __

Core Damage
System -Component (b) Frequency Rank

" r" ,railu i lIFT 1 ]r,_rll II]II ll,ll_ Ill ] iii II [ rll_ ......

RPV - Beltline Welds 1.0 1

-RPV- Beltlin¢ Plate 1.0 1

RPV - Lower/Bottom Shell 1.0 1

AFW - CST, Supply Line 1.70E-02 9
,,,,, ,,, , ,H,,,,,, ,,, ,, , ,,,,, , , ,, ,,,

RPV - Circumferential Flange to Nozzle Course, Upper Shell, 1.0 1
Outside Beltline Welds

,,, ,,, , , ,,, ..... ,,,,,,, ,a , ,,

LPI-A - Pipe Segment Between Accumulator Discharge Header and 1.80E-02 8
RCS Isolation Valves

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation Valve (inside) 1.60E-02 10
and Cold-Leg Injection........... ,,,.,,,,,,. , ,, ,,, J ,, ,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation Valve (inside) 3.00E-02 6
and Hot-Leg Injection

,,......... ,.....

LPI - LPI Sources (RWST, Sump), Supply Line 3.64E-02 5
.......... ,,,,, ,,,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Pump Discharge and Containment 2.00E-02 7i
Iso. Valve

........

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation Valves 1.20E-02 11

RPV - CRDMs 5.00E-04 19

RPV - Instrument Lines 5.00E-04 19
...............

AFW - Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation and SG lsola- 4.00E-04 27
tion Valves

AFW - Main Steam to AFW Pump Turbine Drive 1.60E-04 31

RCS - Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop Valve and RPV (Cold 1.10E-02 12
Leg)

LPI - LPI Pump Suction Line 1.40E-03 17
,.

RCS - Pressurizer Spray Line 1.00E-04 18

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RPV and Loop Stop Valve (Hot Leg) 2.90E-03 14

AFW - AF'W TD Pump Discharge Line 2.30E-04 30
, ,, ,, ,,.

AFW - Pipe Segment from Unit 2 AFW Pumps 1.40E-04 32
.............
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3.0 Analyses

Table 3.2 (eont'd)

1,r,..........._ : ..... ,i,ii ir ,filTH ,,llr, : r ,film r _ LL_Lq i I, WJI!LII,I i,ii,, Irl

Core Damage
System-Component (b) Frequency Rank

............ ,,,, , ,,,,,, , , , , , i , ,, ,, ,,,., _ i,, ,,,,, ,

AFW - AFW Isolation Valve to SG 2.60E4)4 29
, ,,, ,=.., , ,,,, , , ........,,,, ,,, , ,,,,

RPV - Nozzle to Vessel Welds 3.00E4)3 13
............ ,,, ,,,,,. ,.,.,,, ,, | , , , ,, ,,, ,, ,, ,

RPV - Vessel Studs 5.00E4)4 19
_

AFW - AFW MDP Suction Line 1.20E-05 34

AFW - AFW MDP Discharge Line 1.70E-05 33

RPV - Upper, Closure Head, Flange 1.80E-03 15

RPV - Nozzle Forging Inlet/Outlet 1.30E-03 16

AFW - AFW TDP Suction Line 4.00E-05 28

AFW - Pipe Segment from Emergency Makeup System, Fire Main 3.90E-06 36

RCS - Pressurizer Relief/S',dcty Line 5.00E-04 19

RCS - Pressurizer Surge Line 5.00E-04 19

LPI-A - Accumulator Discharge Line 1.00E-05 33

RCS - Pipe Segment Between SG and RCP 5.00E-04 19....... ,,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,. , ,, ,

RCS - Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop Valve and SG (Hot Leg) 5.00E-04 19

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RCP and Loop Stop Valve (Cold 5.00E-04 19
Leg)

i ........ ,.,,, , ,.....

LPI-A - Accumulator, Suction Line 2.10E-07 37

(a) Basedon theestimatedmedianvaluesof componentruptureprobabilities.
(b) RPV = ReactorPressureVessel; AFW= AuxiliaryFeedwater;LPI = LowPressureInjection; LPI-A= LowPressureInjection-

Accumulator;RCS = ReactorCoolantSystem.
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3.0 Analyses

Table 33. Risk Importance Parameters for Components at Selected
Systems at Surry-1 (a)

, ,,,, r ::_: ,,,,,Tin,,, :: - ,LI ,, , ,,Tr, , 11 ,,,u,, , ,,,.......... ,,,,,,

Conditional

Core Damage Core
Frequency Rupture Damage

System-Component (b) Rank Given Rupture Frequency Frequency
i ii i i u,u i,ii,, i i I u , ,i

RPV - Beltline Region Welds 1 1.0 1.58E-06 1.58E-06
, , ,,, ,,, ,,,

RPV - Beltline Plate 2 1.0 1.00E-07 1.00E-07
,,,.... , ........... _ ,,,,., - , , ,,,,.. ,,,,,,,

RPV - Lower/Bottom Shell 3 1.0 7.32E-08 7.32E-08
,,,.,, ,, ,,,, , .... ,,,

AFW - CST, Supply Line 4 1.7E-02 4.03E-06 6.86E-08
. , , _ ,, ,, ,,,, , ..... ,, ,,,,,,

RPV - Circumferential Flange to Nozzle 5 1.0 6.16E-08 6.16E-08

Course Upper Shell, Outside Beltline
Welds

.....

LPI-A - Pipe Segment Between Accumu- 6 1.8E-02 2.59E-06 4.67E-08
lator Discharge Header and RCS Isola-
tion Valves

........................

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Contain- 7 3.2E-02 1.30E-06 4.16E-08
ment Isolation Valve (inside) and Cold

Leg Injection....... , ,,,, , ,, ,,,,,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Contain- 8 3.20E-02 1.19E-05 3.80E-08
merit Isolation Valve (inside) and Hot

Leg Injection .....

LPI - LPI Sources (RWST, Sump), Sup- 9 3.64E-02 1.00E-06 3.64E-08
ply Line ...... ,,,,

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Pump Dis- 10 3.2E-02 8.63E-07 2.76E-08
charge and Containment Isolation Valve

LPI - Pipe Segment Between Contain- 11 1.6E-02 9.13E-07 1.46E-08
ment Isolation Valves

..... •

RPV - CRDMs 12 5.0E-04 1.00E-05 5.00E-09
.....

RPV - Instrument Lines 13 5.0E-04 1.00E-05 5.00E-09
.... ,......

AFW - Pipe Segment Between Contain- 14 8.49E-05 3.92E-05 3.33E-09
ment Isolation and SG Isolation Valves

,,,

AFW - Main Steam to AFW Pump Tur- 15 1.64E-04 1.28E-05 2.10E-09
bine Drive

RCS - Pipe Szgment Between Loop Stop 16 1.13E-02 1.42E-07 1.60E-09
Valve and RPV (Cold Leg) ......
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Table 3.3 (cont'd)

Conditional

Core Damage Core
Frequency Rupture Damage

System-Component (b) Rank Given Rupture Frequency Frequency
i i ii , ii i.ll lllll ii i i iii

LPI - LPI Pump Suction Line 17 1.36E-03 1.10E-06 1.50E-09
.,, ,,.... • ,,,, ,,.,,, , , ,.

RCS - Pressurizer Spray Line 18 1.0E-04 1.00E-05 1.00E-09
., ,, ,, ,.,

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RPV and 19 2.86E-03 2.00E-07 5.72E-10
Loop Stop Valve (Hot Leg)

,,. ,, ,, ,.,. ,,, , ,,,

AFW - AFW TD Pump Discharge Line 20 5.2E-05 1.02E-05 5.26E-10
.... ,,, .... , ,,,,, , ,,..

AFW - Pipe Segment from Unit 2 AFW 21 1.4E-04 2.98E-06 4.18E-10
Pumps

,,.... ,, ,, ..... ,, , ,, .,. ,,

AFW - AFW Isolation Valve to SG 22 2.46E-06 6.51E-05 1.60E-10

RPV - Nozzle to Vessel Welds 23 3.0E-03 2.00E-08 6.00E-11
.- , ..... , ,,, ,....

RPV - Vessel Studs 24 5.0E-04 1.00E-07 5.00E-11

AFW - AFW MDP Suction Line 25 1.2E-05 3.55E-06 4.27E-11
....... ,,, i ,

AFW - AFW MDP Discharge Line 26 1.65E-05 2.39E-06 3.95E-11.,.

RPV - Upper, Closure Head, Flange 27 1.79E-03 2.00E-08 3.58E-11
......... ,, , ,,.,

RPV - Nozzle Forging Inlet/Outlet 28 1.25E-03 2.00E-08 2.50E-11

AFW -AFW TDP Suction Line 29 2.47E-06 6.12E-06 1.51E-11

AFW - Pipe Segment from Emergency 30 3.9E-06 1.46E-06 5.71E-12
Makeup System, Fire Main

....... ,,

RCS - Pressurizer Relief/Safety Line 31 3.53E-07 6.14E-06 2.26E-12
.... • .... , ,,

RCS - Pressurizer Surge Line 32 1.5E-06 6.1E-07 9.15E-13

LPI-A - Accumulator Discharge Line 33 3.5E-08 2.0E-07 9.09E-14

RCS - Pipe Segment Between SG and 34 3.05E-07 2.0E-07 6.10E-14
RCP

,,....

RCS - Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop 35 3.05E-07 1.41E-07 4.30E-14
Valve and SG (Hot Leg)....... .,,,

RCS - Pipe Segment Between RCP and 36 3.05E-07 7.75E-08 2.36E-14

i LOoP Stop Va!ve (Cold Leg) ..........

LPI-A - Accumulator, Suction Line 37 3.5E-08 4.57E-07 1.60E-14
.,.. ,., ,,

(a) Basedon the estimated median ,_alues.
(b) RPV = Reactor Pressure Vessel; AFW = AuxiliaryFeedwater;LP! = Low PressureInjection;LPI-A = LowPressure Injection-

Accumulator;RCS = ReactorCoolant System.
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Figure 3.7. Cumulative Risk Contributions for Surry-I Components
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4.0 Discussions of the Results

This section discusses the results presented in Sec- these components would disable the entire AFW sys-
tion 3.0. Proposed values of target risk and rupture tern, and thus contribute significantly to core damage.

probability are also discussed. The discussions are
based on the estimated median parameter values. Relatively high rankings were estimated for the pipe

segments of the LPI-Accumulator system extending

4.1 Ranking of Component Risk from the accumulator discharge headers to the RCS
isolation valves. The high rankings of these lines are

The rankings of Table 3.1 were developed on the basis due to their important safety functions in providing
of core damage frequency. In this discussion we will coolant to the RCS following an accident. Because the
identify the factors that govern these rankings, begin- residual heat removal (RHR) system is connected to
ning with the highest ranked components and ending these lines, ruptures of these lines could prevent cooling
with the lowest ranked components, water from being supplied to the RCS loops during the

plant shutdown or cooidown.

For discussion purposes, "high-risk importance compo-
nents" refer to components that have core damage Pipe segments of the LPI system extending from the
frequency between 1.00E-08 and > 1.00E-06. Similarly, inside containment isolation valves to the RCS cold-
"medium-risk importance components" refer to those and hot-leg injection headers were also identified to be
components having core damage frequencies of 1.00E- high risk-important components. The high rankings are
10 to 1.00E-08. "Low-risk importance components" due to relatively high stresses, potential for overpres-
refer to those components having core damage frequen- surization of these lines, and the important functions of
cies less than 1.00E-10. these lines in providing coolant to the P CS following a

large LOCA. A high risk importance is also noted for

4.1.1 High-Risk Importance Components the LPI supply lines and water sources (e.g., refueling
water storage tank and containment sump). Failures of
these lines result in a total loss of the LPI system. The

The most risk-important components are located within
the beltline region of the reactor vessel. The impor- LPI pump discharge lines up to the containment isola-
tance of this region is due to high neutron fluence and tion valves follow in risk importance due to either lower

stresses and/or lower core damage consequences result-
associated embrittlement levels, in conjunction with the ing from component ruptures. Depending on the break
high consequence (core damage) resulting from struc-
tural failure. The critical welds were identified on the location, ruptures of these lines result in an interfacing

basis of concerns with pressurized thermal shock for the system LOCA outside the containment.
Surry-1 vessels (Heinecke et al. 1987). Given a cata- 4.1.2 Medium-Risk Importance Components
strophic failure within the beltline region, core damage
is certain. The lower and bottom shell portions of the
reactor vessel were also important but had somewhat The control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) and in-

strument lines of the reactor vessel are next in ranking.lower rankings due to the lower estimated rupture

probabilities of these components (e.g., lower fluence These components have much lower estimated conse-
and embrittlement levels). The circumferential flange- quences of failures compared with other RPV compo-
to-nozzle course welds, upper shell welds, and welds nents. The failure consequences were estimated in the
outside the beltlirle region of the pressure vessel had worst case to be equivalent to a large LOCA. Equal
still lower r',mkings but were identified to be important, importance was estimated for the pipe segments of the
Although these components have lower neutron fluence AFW system extending from the containment isolation

valves to the steam generator isolation valves, and alsoand lower embrittlement levels, failures of these compo-
the pipe segments extending from steam supply lines tonents also have high core damage consequences.
the AFW pump turbine drive. The importance of these

High-risk importance (approaching RPV components) lines is due to a combination of high stress and high
for the AFW system supply lines and sources (e.g., system unavailability resulting from a line rupture.
condensate storage tanks) was due to relatively active
failure mechanisms (e.g., corrosion). Although these
components have relatively low pressures, failure of
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4.0 Discussions

As shown in Table 3.1, the next most important seg- were estimated in the worst case to be equivalent to a
ments are the main RCS piping from the cold-leg loop large LOCA. The AFW motor-driven pump suction
stop valves to the pressure vessel, the pressurizer spray and discharge lines, the turbine-driven pump suction
piping, and the pipe segments from the pressure vessel line, the pipe segments from the emergency makeup
to the hot-leg loop stop valves. Failure of any of these system, and the fire main were estimated to have rela-
lines results in a large LOCA which cannot be isolated tively low rankings. This is due mainly to the low esti-
by the loop stop values, as is the case with other seg- mated consequences for failures of these components.
ments of the main RCS piping. High estimated con-
sequences resulting from fines being connected to the Of the 37 components ranked in Table 3.1, the follow-
RCS loop (e.g., safety injection, RHR lines, etc.) in- ing were identified to have the lowest importance: the
crease the importance of these particular pipe segments pressurizer relief and safety lines, pressurizer surge line,
within the reactor coolant loop. The importance of the pipe segments extending from the hot-leg loop stop
pressurizer spray line results from a relatively high- valve to the steam generator, pipe segments extending
estimated failure probability due to thermal stresses and from the coolant pump to the cold-leg loop stop valve
the key function of this line in controlling the desired of the RCS, and the accumulator discharge and suction
primary system pressure. Failure of the spray line lines. These low rankings are due to low rupture prob-
could result in LOCAs in Loops A and C, in addition ability estimates and/or low core damage consequence
to the loss of the pressurizer function, estimates for these components. Additionally, failures

of the lines within the RCS loops, at most, will result in
Of equal importance in Table 3.1 are the pump suction a large LOCA which can be isolated by the loop stop
lines of the LPI system, the AFW turbine-driven pump values.
discharge lines, the Unit 2 AFW pump cross-connected
line, and the pipe segments extending from the AFW The cumulative risk contribution for all 37 components
isolation valves to the steam generators. Ruptures of of the four systems (as shown in Figure 3.6) is about
the LPI pump suction lines would prevent the borated 2.1E-06 per plant year. Significant contributions to risk
water from being supplied to the RCS when needed, come only from failures of approximately the first
Similarly, a break in the AFW turbine-driven pump 10 components. The welds of the beltline region of the
discharge line could prevent sufficient cooling water reactor pressure vessel dominate the risk, accounting
from being supplied to the steam generators. Unless for almost 75% of the core damage frequency due to
appropriate recovery actions are taken, a complete loss component failures. The beltline welds are followed in
of water supply to the steam generators may result, importance by the beltline plate material, which
contributing significantly to core damage. The impor- accounts for another 5%. The welds in the upper and
tance of the Unit 2 AFW pump cross-connected line is lower reactor heads account for another 6%; the single
due to its key function in providing cooling to the steam AFW condensate storage tank and supply line contrib-
generators in the case that Unit 1 AFW is lost. This ute 3%; and various welds in the LPI system contribute
cross-connected line is used for mitigating other initi- another 10%). This adds up to more than 99% of the
ating events as well (e.g., station blackout). Finally, total core damage frequency risk associated with corn-
failures of the pipe segments extending from the AFW ponent ruptures for the four system analyzed. The
isolation valves to the steam generators would result in system level rankings derived from component contribu-
steam generator blowdown through the break (similar tions to core damage are the following: 1) RPV, 2)
to a main steam line break) and a loss of secondary LPI, 3) AFW, and 4) RCS. These results agree with
cooling, those obtained from the earlier PNL system-level study

(Vo et al. 1989).

4.1.3 Low-Risk Importance Components
Table 4.1 presents the Surry-1 plant-specific ASME

Lower importances are noted for the RPV nozzle to classifications and required ISI examinations for each
vessel welds, vessel studs, the RPV upper closure head piping section or component of Table 3.1. Table 4.1
and flanges, and the RPV nozzle forging (inlet and shows that ASME classifications and ISI requirements

outlet). The failure consequences of these components are in general agreement with the importance rankings
based on core damage frequency. In particular, the
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4.0 Discussions

RPV component making the greatest contribution to Examination of Table 3.1 shows that the total risk for
the core damage frequency has the most stringent in- the four systems analyzed is about 2.1E-06 per plant
spection requirements. However, recommendations for year, which is rather close to the total recommended
setting inspection requirements based solely on Table target risk of 2.5E-436 per plant year. Thus, the total
4.1 should be made cautiously because additional plant target risk in this case is essentially the same as the
systems will be considered in future PNL work. total estimated risk due to ruptures. However, analysis

of the remaining systems at Surry-1 may increase this

4.2 Development of Target Risk and total risk until it may equal or exceed the total recom-

Rupture Probability Values mended target risk.

The recommendation that the target risk be appor-
A philosophy and approach for selecting target risk tioned on the basis of the component's estimated risk,
values and target rupture probabilities has been recom- in this case, means that the target risk values can be set
mended by the ASME Research Task Force on Risk- equal to the component's estimated risk. This, in turn,
Based Inspection. The philosophy is that the inspection means that the target rupture probability for each corn-
should ensure that the risk of core damage resulting ponent can be the same as the rupture probability
from pressure boundary and structural failures should estimated by the expert judgment elicitation panel

be a small fraction of the total core damage risk esti- (since consequences are fixed by the PRA analysis given
mated in the plant specific PRAs. The ranking process that a rupture occurs). Table 3.3 of Section 3.0 shows
described in this report can be used to set priorities for the rupture probabilities for components of Table 3.1.
inspection but does not provide criteria for determining For example, the beltline region of the Surry-1 RPV
the degree of inspection. For this purpose, the risk due contains five welds (four longitudinal welds and one
to pressure boundary and structural failures is herein circumferential weld). The per-weld rupture probability
referred to as the "target risk," and 5% of the total was estimated as 3.16E-07, and the estimated target risk
PRA estimated risk from internal events has been for all five welds was 1.58E-06 (Table 3.1). Based on
recommended as an appropriate value. It is further the above discussions, the value of 3.17E-07 can be used
recommended that this target risk be apportioned un- as a desired target rupture probability for each weld
equally among the risk-hnportant components by con- within the RPV beltline region.
sidering the estimated risk associated with rupture of

each component (Gore, et al. 1991). Using the results Following this approach, the objective of ISI is to pro-
of conditional probability of core damage given compo- vide confidence that the failure probabilities do remain
nent failures, then, the target rupture probabilities for at or below the values estimated by the expert elicita-
components can be estimated, tion. In those cases where the total risk for all com-

ponents exceeds target values (e.g., 2.5E-06 per plant
The core damage frequency estimated in state-of-the-art year), and an additional objective of ISI should be the
PRAs for modern facilities is about 5.0E-05 per plant reduction of failure probabilities for selected compo-
year. Using this number, an appropriate target risk nents.
value to be distributed among the components would be
2.5E-06 per plant year (i.e., 5% of the total PRA risk).
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4.0 Discussions

Table 4.1. Component Importance Compared with ASME BPVC Section Xl
Classifications and ISI Requirements for

Selected Systems at Surry-1 (a)

, ,,,,, , , ,, ,_

ASME BPVC System

System-Component Category Examination
i i i i i m

RPV Beltline Welds B-A Volumetric
,,,, ,,,.,

RPV Beltline Plate B-A Volumetric
..........

RPV Lower/Bottom Shell B-A Volumetric
.... ,,,

AFW CST, Supply Line D-B Visual
....

RPV Circumferential Flange to Nozzle Course, Upper B-A Volumetric
Shell, Outside Beltline Welds .......

LPI-A Pipe Segment Between Accumulator Discharge B-I Volumetric and
Header and RCS Isolation Valves Surface

...... . ,,.

LPI Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation Valve B-J, C-F-1 Volumetric and
(inside) and Cold-Leg Injection Surface ..............

LPI Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation Valve B-J, C-F-I Volumetric and

(inside) and Hot-Leg Injection Surface

LPI LPI Sources (RWST, Sump), Supply Line D-C Visual

LPI Pipe Segment Between Pump Discharge and Con- C-F-1 Volumetric and
tainment Isolation Valve Visual

LPI Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation Valves C-F-1 Volumetric and
Visual

,.,

RPV CRDMs B-E Visual
....

RPV Instrument Lines B-J Exempt
...............

AFW Pipe Segment Between Containment Isolation and C-F-1 Volumetric and
SG Isolation Valves Surface

,.

AFW Main Steam to AFW Pump Turbine Drive C-F-I, Volumetric,
....

RCS Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop Valve and RPV B-J Volumetric
(Cold Leg)

..........

LPI LP1 Pump Suction Line C-F-1 Volumetric and
Surface

.......

RCS Pressurizer Spray Line B-J Volumetric
...........

RCS Pipe Segment Between RPV and Loop Stop Valve B-J Volumetric
(Hot Leg)
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Table 4.1 (cont'd)

, , ,,q ,,,, _

ASME BPVC System

System -Component Category Examination
ii i i

AFW AEW TD Pump Discharge Line D-B Visual

AFW Pipe Segment from Unit 2 AFW Pumps C-F-l, Volumetric

AFW AFW Isolation Valve to SG C-F-1 Volumetric and
Surface

RPV Nozzle to Vessel Welds B-D Volumetric
,,,

RPV Vessel Studs B-G-1 Volumetric,
Surface, and Vi-
sual

.......

AFW AFW MDP Suction Line D-B Visual
,,, , ....

AFW AFW MDP Discharge Line D-B Visual,,,

RPV Upper, Closure Head, Flange B-A Volumetric and
Surface

,......

RPV Nozzle Forging Inlet/Outlet B-D Volumetric

AFW AFW TDP Suction Line D-B Visual

AFW Pipe Segment from Emergency Makeup System, Fire D-B Visual
Main

,,, ,,,,

RCS Pressurizer Relief/Safety Line B-J Volumetric
..............

RCS Pressurizer Surge Line B-J Volumetric,,

LPI-A Accumulator Discharge Line B-J, C-F-1 Volumetric and
Surface

......

RCS Pipe Segment Between SG and RCP B-J Volumetric

RCS Pipe Segment Between Loop Stop Valve and SG B-J Volumetric
(Hot Leg) .....

RCS Pipe Segment Between RCP and Loop Stop Valve B-J Volumetric
(Cold Leg)

.....

LPI-A Accumulator, Suction Line C-F-1 Volumetric and
Surface

(a) Based on Surry-1 plant-specific system classifications.
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5.0 Summary and Conclusions

A method for planning inspections has been developed Risk-based priorities were compared with the current
and has been applied in a pilot study to identify and Sure-1 plant-specific ASME classifications and required
prioritize the most risk-importantsystems and compo- IS'. examinations. The ASME classifications and ISl
nents at Surry-1. In the pilot application, the method r:quirements are in general qualitative agreement with
used component failure probabilities estimated from the _Ask-basedrankingsbased on core damage frequency.
expert judgment elicitation conducted by PNL, results Fhe components making the greatest contributions to
from PNL's Surry-1 system prioritization,and system the core damage frequencycurrentlyhave the most
fault trees reported in the Surry-1 PRA to prioritize to stringent inspection requirements. However, final con-
the high-prioritycomponents for inspection, clusions for setting inspection requirements should

await further pilot studies.
As shown in Table 3.1, contributions of component
failures to core damage frequency range widely from An approach for determining target risk and target
about 1.6E-06 to 1.6E-14 per plant year. The cumula- rupture probabilityvalues has been proposed and suc-
tire risk contribution (as shown in Figure 3.5) is about cessfuUypilot tested for components within the selected
2.1E-06 per plant year. This estimate is about 5% of systems at Surry-1. It is recognized that in some cases
the total Surry-1PRA risk. The total estimated risk is the estimated target values of rupture probabilities may
dominated by failures of the reactor pressure compon- be difficult to achieve, therefore, further studies are
ents (86%). This risk is followed by the LPI system n_ded to determine whether this approach is generally
components (10%), and then other components within appropriate.
the AFW and RCS (4%). The results provide a guide
to establish improved inspection priorities for nuclear The analysis for the Surry-1plant will be completed by
power plant components, developing the risk importance of components in the

remainingsystems (e.g., high-pressure injection, service
Sensitivity analyses addressed uncertainties on parame- water, and balance of the plant). Similar analyses will
ter values and modeling assumptions. The sensitivityof be performed for other PWRs and boiling-water reac-
component rankings to upper- and lower-bounding tors (BWRs), and generic trends in component impor-
values of estimated rupture probabilities was estab- tanccs will be established. Once the high-prioritycom-
lished. As shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the results ponents have been identified, recommended inspection
indicated no significant changes in component rankings, programs (method, frequency and extent) will be devel-
Additional sensitivity analyses addressed contributions oped. Probabilistic structural mechanics and decision
to core damage frequencydue to indirect effects of analyses will be applied to establish inspection strategies
component failures. The results indicate that the over- that will ensure that component failure rates are main-
all contribution to core damage frequency from the tained at acceptable levels and in a cost-effective man-
indirect effects was negligible. Sensitivity and uncer- ner.
tainty analyses regarding potential floodings within the
plant due to pipe ruptures have not yet been addressed.
Flooding from some rupture locations could disable
safety-related equipment, thereby contributing signifi-
cantlyto core damage. This important issue will be
addressed in future work.
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Appendix A

Sample of Component Importance Calculations

This appendix shows the component risk importance calculations for the reactor pressure vessel. Similar calculations
were performed for the other systems (reactor coolant, low-pressure injection, and auxiliary feedwater) that art:
addressed in this report.
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:X: FAT",_ MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET SHEET I OF 13 :

_O PROGRAM" NDE-IMPROVED ISI

_YSTEM" REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
oo COMPONENT" FLANGE TO NOZZLE/UPPER SHELL WELD

,,, ' ,,,,

(!) (_) (3) (4) (s) (B) (7)
Fai Iure ,_

Componert Probabil ity_aJ Core Dama_ Import_R_e
(location) (con_)onentsize) Failure Effect Recovery Acti,on Frecluenc_ Index'-" Re_rksL

Weld i - circumfer- (157" ID Core damage was No recovery 2.00E-08 4 • Low fl_,nce and low

ential flange to 9" thick) assumed e_brittlement
• The RPV was assumed to

nozzle course
3 16£-08 P = 1.0 fail given a break at this

cm/s 1ocation
200E-08

1.00E-08 Ps/Pf : i.0

CDP = I.0

Weld 2 - circumfer- {157" ID Core damage was No recovery 3.16E-OB 3 • Lower fluence and lower

ential upper shell 9" thick) assumed _ e_0rittlement
]_a to weld. interrned_- • Cu content = 0.11%

ate shell 1.0E-07 Pcm/s = 1.0 • Ni content = 0.1%?
3.16E-08

I.OE-08 Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 1.0
,_,,

(a) Con_onent failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 199i. The three values represent the median, ana 75% and 75% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance n_asure or rank relative to other components of the RPV, based on "Median Values" of failure probad_ilities.

(_) Pcm = P''_I Pcm/"" P"/ P_'R_

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.

CDP - core damage probability given the break.
EOP - en_rgency operating procedure.
LOCA - loss of coolant accident.

PTS - pressurized thermal shock.



FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET SHEET 2 OF 13

PROGRAM" NOE-IMPROVED ISI
SYSTEM- REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

COMPONENT' LOWER SHELL/BOTTOM HEAD

, ,,,

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (B) (7)
FaiIure ,

Component ProbabiIity_a) Core Damal@4_ Import_R_e

(location) (ccxnponentslze) Failure Effect RecoverY Action Frequen.cy'_' Index'-" Re,srks

Weld 3 - lower (15l" ID Core damage was No recovery 3.16E-07 i • High fluence and high
shell 9" thick) assumed emJ_rittlement. High ther-

mal stress for LDCA and

1.0E-06 P = 1.0 PTSs.
cm/s • Critical weld based on3.16E-07

1.0E-07 Ps/Pf = 1.0 Surry PTS study (WCAP-
11015. 1987).

CDP = 1.0 • Cu content = 0.11%
• Ni content = 0.l%?

,,,,,,

Weld 4 ° bottom (157" ID Core damage was No recovery 3.16E-08 3 • Lower fluence and lower
L_ head 5.4" thick) assumed e,_)rittlemen,

• Cu content = 0.11%

= 1.0 • Ni content = 0.7%?
I.OE-07 Pcm/s
3.16E-08

5.2E-09 Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 1.0 .i .........
, '

(a) Component failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other co,_)onents of the RPV. based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c) Pa.= P,._ Pc,,/..P.,/P_* R_

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

NOTE" Q - never used on these tables

C) CDP - core damage probability given the break.
EOP - emergency operating procedure. "_

LOCA - loss of coolant accident, m
(_ PTS - pressurized thermal shock. _:

I I
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FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET SHEET 3 OF 13 _.

C_
PROGRAM" NDE-IMPROVED ISI

(_ SYSTEM: REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

o_ COMPONENT: BOTTOM HEAD/INTERMEDiATE SHELL

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Failu!_

Component Probability (a) Core Damal_ Import_R_e

(location) _._nent size) Failure Effect __ Index'_" Ren_rks

Weld 5 - bottom (157" ID Core damage was No recovery 3.16E-08 3 • Low fluence and low

head 5.4" thick) assumed thern_l stress.

I.E-07 Pcm/s = 1.0
3.16E-OB

5.2E-09 Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 1.0 -----"-'--"

Weld 6 - longitudi- (100" length) Core damage was No recovery 3.16E-07 I • High fluence and embrit-
nal weld intermedi- assumed tlement at lower end of

this weld. High thermal
:¢_ ate shell 5E-07 stress for LOCA and PTS.

3.16E-07 Pcm/s = 1.0 • Cu content = 0.11%
1.1E-07 • Ni content = 0.7%?

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 1.0

(a) Component failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and 15% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other components of the RPV, based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c] pc,.= p.._/ pc../s.P.,/P..R_

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.
CDP - core damage probability given the break.

EOP - emergency operating procedure.
LDCA - loss of coolant accident.

PTS - pressurized thermal shock.



FAILUREMODES AND EFFECTSANALYSISWORKSHEET SHEET 4 OF 13

PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVEDISI
SYSTEM: REACTORPRESSUREVESSEL
COMPONENT: INTERMEDIATESHELL

(i) (2} (3) (4) (7)
Failure,

Component Probability£a) FreauencY"" Index Remarks

(location) _ FailureEffect _ ......

Weld 7 - longitudi- (100" length) Core damagewas No recovery 3.16E-07 1 • High fluenceand embrit-tlementat lowerend of

nal weld interme- assumed this weld. High thermal
diate shell 5.0E-07 stressfor LOCA and PTS.

3.16E-07 Pcm/s= 1.0 • Cu content= 0.11%
1.1E-07 • Ni content= 0.7%?

ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 1.0 __

Weld 8 - longitudi (i00"length) Core damagewas No recovery 3.16E-0/ i • High fluenceand embrit-_ tlementat upper end of

nal weld lower assumed this weld. High thermal
shell 1.0E-06 stressfor LOCA and PTS.

L_ 3.16E-07 Pcm/s= 1.0 • Criticalweld based on
1.1E-07 Surry PTS study (WCAP-

Ps/Pf= 1.0 11015,1987).
• Cu content= 0.11%

CDP = 1.0 • Ni content= 0.7%?

(a) Componentfailureprobabilityobtainedfrom Vo et al. 1991. The threevalues representthe median,and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertaintydistribution.

(b) Importancemeasure or rank relativeto other componentsof the RPV, based on "MedianValues"of failureprobabilities

(c) Pam = P_*_IPam/s,*P'_ / P_*R_

(d) Basedon "MedianValues"of failureprobabilities.
_0 NOTE: Q never used on these tables. )>-
_II CDP - core damageprobabilitygiven the break. _o

EOP - emergencyoperatingprocedure, m
LOCA - loss of coolantaccident.

_0
PTS - pressurizedthermalshock.

Go
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0 >
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PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVED ISI

(_ SYSTEM: REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
oo COMPONENT: INTERMEDIATE SHELL/NOZZLE TO VESSEL WELD

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (B) (1)
Failure ,

Component Probability ta) Core Dama_ Import_R_e

(location) (c_ponent size) Failure Effect Recovery Action Frequency'-' Index'" Remarks

Weld 9 - longitudi- (100" length) Core damage was No recovery 3.16E-07 I • High fluence and embrit-tlement at upper end of
nal weld lower assumed this weld. High thermal
shell 1.0E-06 stress for LOCA and PTS.

3.16E-07 Pcm/s = 1.0 • Critical weld based on

1.1E-07 Surry PTS study (WCAP-
Ps/Pf = 1.0 11015, 1987).

• Cu content = 0.11%

CDP = 1.0 • Ni content = 0.7%?

Weld 10 - nozzle- (app. 40" dia.) L/LOCA (see re- Follow EOPs 1.00E-11 7 • Lower fluence and low
mark) embrittlement.

_m to-vessel weld, • Break at this location
Loop 1 outlet 3.16E-08 was assumed to be equiva-

2.0E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04 lent to a large LOCA.
1.1E-08

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04

(a) Component failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the nmdian, and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other components of the RPV, based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c] pa = p_,_ pa./. ,P.,/P_,R_

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.
CDP - core damage probability given the break.

EOP - emergency operating procedure.
LOCA - loss of coolant accident.

PTS - pressurized thermal shock.
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PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVED ISI
SYSTEM: REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

COMPONENT: NOZZLE TO VESSEL WELDS

(1) (2) (7)

Failure, , I I Core Dama_ Import_R_e
Component Probability La]

(location) (c_nent size) Failure Effect Recover Action Fre uenc '-' Index'-" Remarks

Weld 11 - nozzle- (app. 40" dia.) L/LOCA was No recovery 1.00E-11 10 • Lower fluence and low

to-vessel weld, assumed given a embrittlement.

Loop 1 inlet 3.16E-08 break
2.0E-08

1.0E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04

Weld 12 - nozzle- (app. 40" dia.) L/LOCA was as- Follow EOPs I.OOE-11 10 • Lower fluence and low

to-vessel welds, sumed given a embrittlement.

La Loop 2 outlet 3.16E-08 break
2.0E-08

1.0E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04

(a) Component failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other components of the RPV, based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c) p,.. = pf._/ pea./..P.,/P_*R_

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.
:xP NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.

CDP - core damage probability given the break. _:

EOP - emergency operating procedure.
LOCA - loss of coolant accident. (:,

PTS - pressurized thermal shock.

oo
w-i
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FAILURE MODESAND EFFECTS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET SHEET 7 OF 13 :

PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVED ISI
SYSTEM: REACTORPRESSUREVESSEL

oe COMPONENT" NOZZLE TO VESSEL WELDS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) C6) (7)
Failure,

Component Probability ta) Core Damal_ Import_e
(location) (c___onent size) Failure Effec_.___t_ _ Index'_" Remarks

Weld 13 - nozzle- (app. 40" dia.) L/LOCA was Follow FOPs 1.00E-11 10 • Lower fluence and low

to-vessel weld. assumed given a embrittle_nt.

Loop 2 inlet 3.16E-08 break
2.0E-08

1.0E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04

Weld 14 - nozzle- (app. 40" dia.) L/LOCA was as- Follow FOPs 1.00E-11 10 • Lower fluence and low

to-vessel welds, sumed given a embrittlement.

bc Loop 3 outlet 3.16E-08 break
2.0E-08

1.0E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04 _

Ca) Component failure probability obtained from Vo et ai. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and 15% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other components of the RPV. based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c) Pc== Pf *_l Pcm/s'' Ps'/ Pt* Rl

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.
CDP - core damage probability given the break.

FOP - emergency operating procedure.
LOCA - loss of coolant accident.

PTS - pressurized thermal shock.
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PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVED ISl
SYSTEM: REACTORPRESSUREVESSEL
COMPONENT: NOZZLE TO VESSEL WELD/NOZZLE FORGINGS

(i) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7)
Failure,

Component Probability _a) Core Dama_ Import_e
(location) (c_nent size) Failure Effect _ _ Index'-" Remarks --=--==--

Weld 15 - nozzle- (app. 40" dia.) L/LOCA was Follow EOPs I.OOE-II i0 • Lower fluence and low
to-vessel weld. assumed given a embrittlement.

Loop 3 inlet 3.16E-08 break
2.0E-08

I.OE-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04

Nozzle Forgings - (app 40" dia ) L/LOCA was as- Follow EOPs 1.50E-II I0 • High stress at nozzle• • corner. Potential for

inlets for Loops i. sumed given a high thermal stress from
2. and 3 5.0E-08 break cold fluid injection.

3.0E-08 I

I.OE-08 J Pcm/s = 5.00E-04

J Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP : 5.00E-04 _ ___

{a) Component failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and /5% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other components of the RPV. based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c) Pa. = P_*_ Pa./,.* P,,/ P_" RiI

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.
NOTE: Q - never used on these tables. _,

[TI CDP core damage probability given the break. ,:I- ,_

EOP - emergency operating procedure.
('_ LOCA - loss of coolant accident. _-

PTS - pressurized thermal shock. _"

GO
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PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVEDISI
SYSTEM: REACTORPRESSUREVESSEL

oo COMPONENT: NOZZLE FORGINGS/BELTL!NEPLATE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Failure

la )

Core Damai{l__ Import_eComponent Probability {
(location) (componentsize) FailureEffect RecoveryAction Frequenc_'_' Index_ " Remarks,

NozzleForgings- (app.40" dia.) L/LOCAwas FollowEOPs 1.00E-11 10 • High stressat nozzle
outletsfor Loops assumedgivena corner.
1, 2. and 3 5.0E-08 break

2.0E-08

1.0E-08 Pcm/s= 5.00E-04

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04 ,.,

BeltlinePlate (157" ID Core damagewas No recovery 1.00E-07 2 I High fluence,but lower
(basemetal) 9" thick) assumed en_)rittlementrate than

welds.

1.0E-07 Pcm/s,= 1.0
1.0E-07

8.0Eo02 Ps/Pf= 1.0

CDP = 1.0
,.

(a) Componentfailureprobabilityobtainedfrom Vo et al. 1991. The three valuesrepresentthe n_dian,and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertaintydistribution.

[b) Importancemeasureor rank relativeto other componentsof the RPV, basedon "MedianValues"of failureprobabilities.

(c] Pc== P_'_I Pc=/"" P"/ P_. R_

(d) Based on "MedianValues"of failureprobabilities.

NOTE: Q - never used on thesetables.
CDP - core damageprobabilitygiven the break.
EOP - emergencyoperatingprocedure.
LOCA - loss of coolantaccident.

PTS - pressurizedthermalshock.
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PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVEDISI
SYSTEM: REACTORPRESSUREVESSEL
COMPONENT: VESSELSHELL/UPPERHEAD

U Component ProbabilityLaJ I ....
II (location) ___onent size) FailureEffect Recover Action

VesselShell (157"OD Core damagewas as- No recovery 1.00E-08 5 • Lowerfluenceand less
outsidebeltline 9" thick) sumed given a breakat embrittle,ent.

(basemetal) this location
3.16E-08

1.0E-08 Pcm/s= 1.0
1.0E-08

ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = !.0 _.____.

;> Upper Head (base (157"ID L/LOCAwas assumed No recovery 1.58E-11 9 • Low fluenceand low
embrittlement.

metal) 6" thick) given a break at this
location

5.0E-08

3.16E-08 Pcm/s= 5.00E-04
1.0E-08

ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04

(a) Componentfailureprobabilityobtainedfrom Vo et al. 1991. The three valuesrepresentthe median,and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertaintydistribution.

(b) Importancemeasureor rank relativeto othercomponentsof the RPV, based on "MedianValues"of failureprobabilities.

(c) P=o = Pf*_iP="/sJ*Psl / P_*R;

(d) Based on "MedianValues"of failureprobabilities.
NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.

DI CDP - core damage probabilitygiven the break. _:I
EOP - emergencyoperatingprocedure.
LOCA - loss of coolantaccident. ="

PTS - pressurizedthermalshock.
O0
k-a
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FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET =
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PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVED ISI
SYSTEM: REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

do COMPONENT: LOWER HEAD/VESSEL FLANGE

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Failure ,

Component Probabilityta) Core Damatge_ Import_e

(location) _onent size) Failure Effect __Index'-" Re_rks

Lower Head (base (157" OD Core damage was No recovery 1.00E-08 5 • Lower fluence and low

metal) 5.4" thick) assumed embrittlement.

5.0E-08 Pcm/s = 1.0
1.0E-08

1.0E-08 Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 1.0

Vessel Flange (149" ID x 184" L/LOCA was as- No recovery 1.00E-11 10 • Low fluence. Stressconcentration from closure

OD) sumed given the studs.
break • Potential surface imper-

5.0E-08 fection. However. it has

8.0E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04 been eliminated: there-
1.0E-08 fore, creating more reli-

Ps/Pf = 1.0 able flange surface.

CDP = 5.00E-04

(a) Component failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other components of the RPV. based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c) pa = p_,___; pan/, *P,,/P_'R_

(d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.
CDP - core damage probability given the break.

EOP - emergency operating procedure.
LOCA - loss of coolant accident.

PTS - pressurized thermal shock.
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PROGRAM" NDE-IMPROVED ISI
SYSTEM- REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

COMPONENT VESSEL FLANGE/STUDS

. ..

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Failure

Component Probability (a) Core Dama_ Import_R_e
(location) (component size) Failure Effect Recovery Action Frequency Index'" Remarks

Closure Head (149" ID x 184" L/LOCA was as- No recovery 1.00E-11 10 • Low fluence. Stress concen-

Flange OD) sumed given a tration from closure studs.
break at this • Potential leakage at RPV

5.0E-08 location flanged leak off line (1"

2.0E-08 line) due to O-ring or valves

1.0E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04 (upstream) leakage.

Ps/Pf = 1.0

CDP = 5.00E-04 ,,

Reactor Vessel (app. 6" dia. L/LOCA was as- No recovery 5.00E-11 8 • Multiple failure of vessel
Studs (58 studs) each) sumed given the studs must be postulated forw.a

break (see re- LOCA.
1.0E-D6 marks) • Some stud nicks and gauge

1.0E-07 problems.

3.16E-08 Pcm/s = 5.00E-04 • Multiple stud failures con-tribute a small fraction of

Ps/Pf = 1.0 core damage frequency (e.g..
Chi-square distribution to

CDP = 5.00E-04 quantify contributions from
multiple stud failures).

(a) Con_onent failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and 75% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) In_)ortance_asure or rank relative to other components of the RPV. based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

[c) Pa" = P_'_I P_"/"* Ps'/ Pz* R_
z

(d] Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

['11 NOTE: Q - never used on these tables. ;I>
CDP - core damage probability given the break. "=

('_ EOP - e_rgency operating procedure. =
LOCA - loss of coolant accident, r-

c_ PTS - pressurized thermal shock. _"oo >
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PROGRAM: NDE-IMPROVED ISl

SYSTEM: REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

oo COMPONENT: CRDNs/INSTRUMENT LINES

.... ,, ,,, , '

(I) (2) {3) (4) (5) {6) (1)
FaiIure ,

Component ProbabiIityka) Core Dam_ Import_e
(location) (component size) Failure Effect Recg.ver_Action Fre uenc Index" " Re_',Irksq _

Control Rod Drive (app. 4" dia.) L/LDCA was as- No recovery 5.00E-D9 6 • Contribution from multiple
Mechanism (_65 sumed given a CROM failures were insignifi-

penetrations of 5.48E-05 break at (see cant (e.g.. using Chi-square

upper head) I.OE-05 remarks) distribution to estimate the
4.47E-06 failure effect due to multiple

= 5.00E-04 CRDM failures).
Pcmls

Ps/Pf = i.0

CDP= 5.00E-04 ,

>
Instrument Line (app. I" dia.) L/LOCA was as- No recovery 5.00E-09 6 • Cracking and repairs have
Penetrations sumed been reported at some plants.

(lower head. 100 8.37E-05 • Seal table (thimble tube)
= 5.0DE-04 leakage due to seal fitting

instrument lines) 1.0E-05 Pcm/s
3.16E-06 failures or out of adjustment.

Ps/Pf = 1.0 • Contribution to COP from
multiple IL failures was esti-

CDP= 5.ODE-D4 mated to be insi_,ificant.i l i i l l l i

Lower Head Skirt -- __ ....._..... • La_f!n_on concrete support.

(a) component failure probability obtained from Vo et al. 1991. The three values represent the median, and 25% and /5% quartiles
of uncertainty distribution.

(b) Importance measure or rank relative to other components of the RPV. based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

(c) P_. = Pz'_ Pa.d.," P.,/ Pt" R_

[d) Based on "Median Values" of failure probabilities.

NOTE: Q - never used on these tables.

COP - core damage probability given the break.

EOP - emergency operating procedure.
LOCA - loss of coolant accident.

PTS - pressurized thermal shock.
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nuclearpower plant components. This method uses probabilisticrisk assessment(PRA)
results and FailureModes and EffectsAnalysis techniquesto identifyand prioritize
the most risk-importantsystemsand componentsfor inspection. The Surry Nuclear
Power StationUnit I was selectedfor pilot applicationsof this method. The specific
systemsaddressedin this report are the reactorpressurevessel, reactorcoolant,
low-pressureinjection,and auxiliaryfeedwater. The resultsprovide a risk-based
rankingof componentswithin these systemsand relate the target risk to target
failureprobabilityvalues for individualcomponents. These resultswill be used to
guide the developmentof improvedinspectionplans for nuclearpower plants. To
develop inspectionplans, the acceptablelevel of risk from structuralfailurefor
importantsystems and componentswill be apportionedas a small fractionof the total
PRA-estimatedrisk for core damage. This processwill determineacceptabletarget
risk and target failureprobabilityvalues for individualcomponents. Inspection
requirementswill be set at levels to assurethat acceptablefailureprobabilitiesare
maintained.
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